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Where the weed comes from: Peek inside
one of Illinois’ secret medical cannabis
farms
Emily Gray Brosious
August 12, 2016: 9:56 AM CT

Marijuana plants grow inside Cresco Labs medical cannabis cultivation center in Joliet, Illinois on August 10, 2016.
(Photo credit: Emily Gray Brosious/Extract)

________________________________________________________
Standing outside the nondescript warehouse in Joliet Illinois, about an hour’s drive
from Chicago, you probably wouldn’t suspect to find anything out of the ordinary
behind its doors.
But inside Cresco Labs’ Joliet facility, something quite extraordinary is happening:
large-scale medical cannabis cultivation and production.
Following recent changes to Illinois’ medical cannabis program restrictions, cultivator
Cresco Labs opened its grow center doors to members of the media Wednesday,
August 10. It was the very first time media has been permitted inside a grow center in
Illinois.
The state’s newly appointed medical cannabis program chief Jack Campbell was also
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The state’s newly appointed medical cannabis program chief Jack Campbell was also
on hand to supervise the tour. And if anyone was expecting to find a Cheech and
Chong-type environment, they were sorely disappointed.
________________________________________________________

The company
“Our number one objective is to always be appropriate,” Cresco co-founder and CEO
Charles Bachtell said.
The company founders aren’t traditional cannabis industry insiders. Some are from the
mortgage industry, others have backgrounds in commercial real estate.
“So when we think of cannabis, we think of a consumer packaged good,” Bachtell said.
“Just like anything else, we wanted to normalize it.”
Because the products ship directly to dispensaries, “the onus is on us to make sure the
product looks appropriate; especially for the type of industry we’re trying to create,”
he said.
Cresco is one of a handful of cultivators licensed to grow medical cannabis in Illinois,
and its products sell in 39 of the 40 dispensaries currently operating across the state,
according to the company.
________________________________________________________

Cannabis plants growing inside Cresco Labs cultivation center in Joliet, Illinois on August 10, 2016. (Photo credit:
Emily Gray Brosious/Extract)

________________________________________________________

The facility
Aside from an overpowering weed smell, the atmosphere inside Cresco’s Joliet grow
center is intensely clean, professional and organized. The ambiance is more lab than
farm.
To say the facility is secure is an understatement.
Beyond the tall fence and gated driveway, there are no less than 144 cameras
monitoring every square inch of the cultivation center. Guards watch the cameras on
constant rotation.
In order to stay compliant with Illinois law, all cannabis plants are tracked from seed to
sale. The finished product is stored in a concrete-walled bank vault inside the
cultivation center until it’s ready to be delivered to dispensaries across the state.
Cresco’s unmarked delivery vans are monitored by GPS tracking systems for added
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Cresco’s unmarked delivery vans are monitored by GPS tracking systems for added
security.
Cresco doesn’t just grow hybrid cannabis. In a way, the company itself is a bit of a
hybrid.
The Joliet grow center is one of three facilities Cresco operates across the state; two
are traditional retrofitted warehouses and one is a modern greenhouse-style grow
center.
The different facilities “give us the ability to collect more cultivation data and compare
data between the different centers,” Bachtell said.
That means Cresco can figure out which grow techniques work best in different
conditions and which strains grow best.
________________________________________________________

The plants
Yes, Cresco’s grow center is highly secure and heavily supervised. But make no
mistake, cultivation director Jason Nelson and his team are growing a whole bunch of
weed in there.
Nelson has a master’s degree in agronomy and horticultural science, and he’s got
previous cultivation experience from working in Colorado.
The 35-year-old expert cannabis cultivator walked media through the center’s various
grow rooms, including its nursery, vegetative and flower rooms. At 20 feet by 200 feet,
the grow rooms can hold 200 cannabis plants each, which yield about 100 pounds of
usable marijuana.
Half of the plants are grown for flower resale, and the other half is processed into
concentrates and infused edible products.
Nelson showed how the cloning process works, and explained how the plants get their
nutrients through watering and are exposed to 12 hours of light per day in the grow
rooms.
The buds near the top of the plants generally receive consistent light and air exposure,
which makes them ideal for flower resale.
“That’s how we get a consistent product out of a plant that’s not inherently consistent,”
Nelson said.
Because Illinois has very strict rules and testing to prevent harmful pesticides from
being used in the medical cannabis cultivation process, Cresco uses “good bugs” to
eliminate their pot pests. The good insects eat up the bad ones and reduce the need for
chemical pesticide control.
________________________________________________________
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Cresco Labs cultivation director Jason Nelson pictured in a cannabis grow room at the company’s cultivation center
in Joliet, Illinois on August 10, 2016. (Photo credit: Emily Gray Brosious/Extract)

________________________________________________________

The products
Toward the end of our tour, the pungent smell of weed was overpowered by the smell
of brownies wafting down the hallway. The brownies are part of Cresco’s edible
cannabis product line, which are produced on site in addition to concentrates, edibles
and other nonsmokable forms of cannabis such as pills and topicals.
Bachtell explains that Cresco’s products are generally produced for two types of
patients.
The smokable products containing THC (a psychoactive compound found in marijuana)
are made for patients who are already comfortable with the idea of using cannabis as a
health and wellness agent. Those products are sold under the “Cresco by Cresco Labs”
label.
“You are also going to have the consumer, customer, patient who has never tried
cannabis before, but was told by their oncologist that it might help them with their
nausea,” Bachtell explains. “Instead of taking another pill, they want to try a more
healthy potential alternative.”
For these patients, Cresco produces its “Relief” line of nonsmokable products
containing cannabinoids such as CBD, which don’t give users the psychoactive “high”
feeling usually associated with THC.
________________________________________________________

The program
Illinois’ medical cannabis pilot program officially became operational in November
2015. Despite the state’s relatively limited list of qualifying conditions, which doesn’t
include pain, insomnia or other common ailments, patient numbers are steadily
growing.
As of July 31, 2016, the Illinois Department of Public Health had approved 8,891
applications for qualifying patients.
Illinois Gov. Bruce Rauner recently approved the addition of post-traumatic stress
disorder and terminal illness to the state’s list of medical cannabis qualifying
conditions, which is likely to boost patient numbers even higher.
Already in 2016, patients have spent at least $14.7 million on medical cannabis
purchases from dispensaries across the state. Cultivation centers have sold more than
$9.7 million in wholesale medical cannabis so far this year, according to program data.
________________________________________________________

See more photos inside Cresco Labs’ cultivation
center:
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